**Purpose:** To amend Bulletin 2000-09, dated March 22, 2000, by correcting the nine digit DOT Occupational Code Number to read as follows:

   From: 032.262-900  
   To: 823.261-900

**Action:** Replace the work process schedule and outline of related technical instruction attached to Bulletin 2000-09 with the enclosed copy reflecting the correct DOT Occupational Code Numbers.

**Note:** This Bulletin is being sent via Electronic-Mail (E-Mail). Bureau State Directors should provide copies to their SAC partners as appropriate.

## Attachment

**Purpose:**

To amend Bulletin 2000-09, dated March 22, 2000, by correcting the nine digit DOT Occupational Code Number to read as follows:

   From: 032.262-900  
   To: 823.261-900

**Action:** Replace the work process schedule and outline of related technical instruction attached to Bulletin 2000-09 with the enclosed copy reflecting the correct DOT Occupational Code Numbers.

**Note:** This Bulletin is being sent via Electronic-Mail (E-Mail). Bureau State Directors should provide copies to their SAC partners as appropriate.